Leighton and Murray have argued that there is a polar reservoir of solid CO: on Mars that lasts throughout the year and whose vapor pressure determines the mean partial pressure of CO: in the atmosphere. This model is discussed in the light of recent data, and several difficulties emerge. First, such a system might be unstable, owing to the tendency of poleward heat transport to increase with atmospheric pressure. Second, the annual retreat of the CO: frost cover would be slower according to the model than that observed. Moreover, the observations seem to indicate that the residual polar cap that lasts throughout the year is composed of water ice rather than CO:. Finally, observations of water vapor in the atmosphere appear to be inconsistent with a permanent CO: cold trap in continuous existence for many years. These difficulties hold also for a CO: reservoir buried by water ice and for a hydrated CO: 
The question of the existence of such a reservoir is of fundamental significance for several reasons: First, a permanent COO. reservoir would naturally account for any excess COo. present on Mars as a result of outgassing from the planet's interior. The ratio of the mass of COo. in the atmosphere to the mass of the planet is 4 X 10 -•ø for the earth, 4 X 10 -8 for Mars, and 1.1 X 10 -4 for Venus [Ingersoll and Leovy, 1971 ]. However, most of the earth's outgassed COs is now in sedimentary rocks. The size of this buried reservoir indicates that the outgassing of COs for the earth has been comparable to that for Venus. It is important to determine whether Mars is similar to or different from the earth and Venus with respect to COs outgassing.
A large frost reservoir could also provide the mechanism for climatic changes on Mars. Ward [1973] has shown that the obliquity of Mars oscillates with a period of 1.2 X 105 yr, the amplitude of the oscillation varying on a cycle of 1.2 X 106 yr. At present the oscillations are of relatively small amplitude, with minimum and maximum values of 23 ø and 27 ø, respectively, but during the past these values have reached 15 ø and 36 ø, respectively. Substituting these extreme values into (1) and relating the computed temperature to the COs partial pressure, we find that the atmospheric mass might have varied by a factor of 6 above and a factor of 11 below its present value.
Finally, the existence of a large COs frost reservoir could lead to climatic instability on Mars, as has been pointed out by Sagan et al. [1973] and by Gierasch and Toon [1973] . Instability arises because increases of atmospheric mass due to sublimation of COs frost tend to be self-augmenting. This tendency is due to the fact that atmospheric heat transport is a direct function of atmospheric mass. This effect, which is not included in (1), can lead to instability of the atmospherereservoir system. Sudden increases of atmospheric mass by a factor of 100 are possible provided a COs reservoir of sufficient capacity exists.
To summarize, there are two fundamental points raised by Leighton and Murray in their discussion of COs on Mars. The first is that the large seasonal changes in the Martian polar caps are primarily due to COs condensation. The second is that there may be a reservoir of solid COs at the poles that lasts throughout the year and whose mass is at least comparable to the present Martian atmospheric mass. Both points are now widely accepted, especially the first, which is supported by the observational evidence already cited. This paper focuses on the second point and reviews the evidence for and against the existence of a permanent COs reservoir. The paper stresses the arguments against the reservoir because many of these arguments are new and have not yet appeared together in a single article.
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The first argument in favor of a COs reservoir is the apparent agreement between the radiative equilibrium temperature computed according to (1) and the 148 ø -!-IøK temperature of saturated COs vapor at a pressure of 6 + 1 mbar. However, uncertainties in the mean heat input to the pole make the apparent agreement less impressive. Many frosts, including COs frost grown in the laboratory, have albedos in the range 0.8 to 1.0 (H. Kieffer, private communication, 1973). On the other hand, frost albedos are extremely sensitive to dark impurities, especially when the frost is subliming and leaving the impurities concentrated at the surface. On Mars, impurities such as dust would have their greatest effect on the albedo during the spring and summer, when the rate of sublimation is greatest. Since this time coincides with the time that the caps are exposed to sunlight, the effective albedo of the caps for the Martian year also might be quite low. varies with the albedo A and the obliquity 0. The curve labeled H6 -0 gives the COs vapor pressure at temperatures computed according to (1). For 0 = 25 o, which is the value of the obliquity at present, the observed 6-mbar partial pressure corresponds to an albedo A -0.71. However, for A = 0.61 and A -0.81 the computed vapor pressures are 30 mbar and 0.6 mbar, respectively. These values of albedo are within the range of uncertainty discussed in the preceding paragraph, this fact indicating that the expected vapor pressure is uncertain by a factor of 5 above and a factor of 10 below its present value. Whether this constitutes any agreement at all is largely a matter of taste. Notice that the effect of albedo uncertainty is comparable to the maximum variation of COs partial pressure due to changes in obliquity.
Further uncertainties arise because of atmospheric infrared emission and atmospheric poleward heat transport. The downward infrared emission of the atmosphere lowers the surface emissivity • and thereby raises the expected polar temperatures and vapor pressures. Leovy [1966] and Leighton and Murray [1966] estimate the effect of pure gaseous COs in the Martian atmosphere to be about 15% of the surface infrared emission. Thus the net infrared cooling of the surface is reduced by this fraction, this reduction leading to the adopted value of the emissivity, • = 0.85. However, a further reduction in the emissivity may be appropriate, owing to clouds and dust in the atmosphere [Leovy, 1966] . During much of the dark season the pole is apparently covered by the clouds of the polar hood. This phenomenon is observed from the earth [Slipher, 1962] 
where H6 is the value of the atmospheric heat flux at the present atmospheric pressure of 6 mbar. In fact, however, /-/ should also be proportional to the mean horizontal wind speed and the mean horizontal temperature difference. In (3) we are treating these quantities as constants independent of P(T). This treatment is valid provided the equator-to-pole temperature differences and the corresponding wind speeds are controlled mainly by radiation, as is assumed by Leighton and Murray. Equations (2) and (3) together constitute an implicit relation between the polar temperature T and the quantity (1 -A) sin 0, which is proportional to the mean solar heating. This relation is plotted in Figure 1 for three assumed values of H•, namely, 2.5, 5.0, and 10.0 X l0 s erg cm -ø'sec -•. When the albedo A is high and the'obliquity 0 is low, the curves coalesce, this coalescence indicating that the pressure is so low that atmospheric heat transport is negligible. However, as the albedo decreases and the obliquity increases, the curves diverge and approach limiting values wher e the slope is infinite. The atmospheric model, based on the existence of a CO2 reservoir whose temperature is governed by (2), is unstable beyond this point. The curves for H• = 10.0 and 5.0 X l0 s erg cm-: s -• are unstable for values of pressure greater than 2.0 mbar and 5.5 mbar, respectively. This finding indicates that the present Mars atmosphere may be unstable according to the reservoir model. This difficulty can be avoided by assuming either that the reservoir is nonexistent or that it is somehow isolated from the atmosphere. In either of these cases there is no CO2 to drive the instability, and the present atmosphere may be stable.
As has been explained by Sagan et al., instability leads to a runaway situation in which increasing temperatures at the poles lead to further increases in atmospheric heat transport until either the reservoir is exhausted or the polar temperature reaches some mean value characteristic of the planet as a whole when the pressure is about I bar. Sagan et al. have chosen a value of H• for which the present atmosphere is stable, but they find that a 10% increase in (1 -A) sin 0 leads to instability. Thus the atmosphere would have been. unstable in the past when the obliquity was large, a large obliquity occurring every 10•-10 • yr. However, evidence of such events is debatable at best. Studies of crater statistics, both in the heavily cratered terrains [Hartmann, 1973] 
POLAR CAP RECESSION DATA
We now consider observations of the rate of retreat of the Martian polar caps during the spring and summer seasons. These data provide information about the rate of heat transfer to the polar caps, since the thickness, area, and rate of retreat all depend on the polar heating. Two approaches are possible. The first approach is that of Leighton and Murray [1966] , who assume that a permanent CO: reservoir exists and determine the albedo A from (1), requiring that the reservoir be in net equilibrium on an annual basis. This then leads to predictions about the seasonal advance and retreat of the polar cap boundary, which can be compared with observation. The other approach is that of Briggs [1974] , who abandons the idea •f a permanent CO: frost reservoir and uses the polar cap recession data to fix the albedo and other polar heat sources. The idea of a permanent reservoir can then be tested by seeing whether such a reservoir would be gaining or losing net mass on an annual basis. the water frost temperature will be above the CO2 saturation temperature. During the rest of the year, when the water surface is covered by CO•. frost, the temperature will be equal to the CO•. saturation temperature. The annual average temperature at the top of the water frost will therefore be above the CO•. saturation temperature, and so there will be an annual average temperature difference between the top of the water layer and the bottom, which is assumed to be in contact with CO•. at the saturation temperature. This will lead to a net heat flow to the buried CO•. reservoir and an accompanying net mass loss due to sublimation.
The inconsistency also appears if one compares the stability of two adjacent CO•. reservoirs, one of which is exposed and one of which is covered by water ice. According to the preceding argument, the annual average temperature of the water ice will be higher than the CO•. saturation temperature.
The CO•. in the covered reservoir will therefore have a higher vapor pressure than that in the uncovered reservoir, and So Thus clathrate formation is a potentially important process, although it appears to be unstable according to present models. Moreover, postulating that the CO: reservoir is in the form of clathrate does not prevent it from acting as a cold trap for water vapor, a problem discussed in the next section. Finally, since the clathrate composition is only 15% CO:, the capacity of the reservoir is quite small if we accept Murray and Malin's [1973a] estimate that the total mass of the residual cap is no more than 2-5 times the atmospheric mass. Thus it appears that the residual caps are pure water ice with no clathrate, although the question deserves further study.
The above arguments apply to buried CO: reservoirs that remain in vapor contact with the atmosphere. One can also imagine a completely sealed reservoir for which the CO: vapor pressure is/not necessarily equal to the atmospheric partial pressure. The cover for such a reservoir must be very thick and solid, since CO: is the major atmospheric constituent and is therefore exchanged by hydrodynamic flow rather than diffusion. A completely sealed reservoir would play no role in surface processes, although it could provide a sink for large amounts of outgassed CO:. One would then face the problem of explaining the present atmospheric abundance of CO:. This problem is a feature of all models that abandon Leighton and Murray's original hypothesis of a CO: frost reservoir in vapor equilibrium with the atmosphere.
The question now arises, How could a completely sealed reservoir have formed in the first place? As is pointed out by G. A. Briggs (private communication, 1974) , such a reservoir might have been deposited on the surface during a colder climate when the exposed CO: reservoir was in equilibrium with the atmosphere. The present 6-mbar atmospheric pressure might therefore reflect the equilibrium vapor pressure at the time when burial occurred. Such a hypothesis seems plausible, but it is difficult to test, and the details have yet to be worked out.
Similar arguments apply to adsorbed CO: in the Mars regolith. Cannon [1971, 1974] The obvious way that the CO•. cold trap might disappear every 105-108 yr is a result of obliquity increases and climatic instability, as was discussed earlier. According to this hypothesis, water is periodically liberated at the poles, from which it migrates to other reservoirs such as the deep regolith, where it is adsorbed onto crystal surfaces. During periods of low and intermediate values of the obliquity, such as the present, water outgasses from the regolith and accumulates at the poles until the cycle repeats itself. According to this hypothesis the present abundance of water in the regolith reflects a warmer, wetter climate in the past. However, according to Ward [1973] , the obliquity has increased slightly during the past 50,000 yr, this increase indicating slightly cooler climates during the recent geologic past. Whether any of these arguments is relevant to the present water vapor abundance is unresolved.
The other way to resolve the difficulty of the water vapor abundance is to assume that there is no permanent CO•. cold trap at present. Then the poles might be in net equilibrium with the atmosphere and the regolith: water deposited during the autumn and winter is liberated during the spring and summer when the polar temperatures rise to 200øK or higher. This possibility was proposed by Murray and Malin [1973a] in connection with their model of a permanent CO•. reservoir buried by water ice. However, in the last section, we pointed out that a permanent CO•. reservoir is not likely to remain buried but will tend to redeposit itself on the surface. In other words, the difficulties of the water vapor abundance remain as long as there is a permanent CO•. cold trap at a temperature of about 148øK throughout the year. These difficulties appear to be resolved if one assumes that there is no permanent CO•. reservoir. In this case the annual rates of deposition and evaporation of water at the poles might be equal, although these rates are not well known at present.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
There are several arguments against the existence of a permanent CO•. frost reservoir in vapor equilibrium with the atmosphere. First, the atmospheric heat transport may be so large that the atmosphere would be unstable if a permanent reservoir were to exist. Second, the rapid retreat of the transient CO•. cap implies a sizable depletion of any permanent CO•. cap during the summer. Third, the observed atmospheric water abundance implies a gross imbalance between atmospheric water and any permanent CO•. cold trap. The tendency to lose net mass is even greater for a buried reservoir than it is for an exposed reservoir provided the buried reservoir is in vapor equilibrium with the atmosphere. On the other hand, the tendency is somewhat less for a clathrate of CO•. and water.
The above arguments do not apply to a sealed frost reservoir that is not in vapor equilibrium with the atmosphere or to an adsorbed CO•. reservoir whose vapor pressure is lower than that of solid CO•.. Such a buried reservoir could account for a large amount of outgassed CO•., many times the present atmospheric mass, provided the regolith is deep enough. However, if we adopt the idea of a deep reservoir, we cannot claim to understand the processes that determine atmospheric pressure. Thus it appears that Leighton and Murray's original hypothesis, that the CO•. polar caps determine the t atmospheric pressure, is faced with severe difficulties in the light of recent data.
If Leighton and Murray's original hypothesis is correct, then at least part of the residual caps must be CO•., and this CO2 must be bare during the summer, when the seasonal frost qover is absent. This CO•. reservoir is also more likely to be in the north than in the south as a result of elevation differences.
This likelihood narrows the possibilities and makes detection much easier. In particular, it should be possible to detect a CO• frost reservoir by remote sensing during the summer season. If polar summer temperatures are always well above 150øK and if no spectroscopic evidence of solid CO•. is found, then one may conclude that there is no permanent CO•. frost reservoir controlling the atmospheric pressure.
